
Aqua Creek Compliance Statement 

This statement of compliance applies to the following Aqua Creek 
Pool/Spa Access Lift models: 

Lift Model U.S. ADA UL Certification State of CA (CBC) 

Ranger 2 Lifts X X X 

Scout 2 Lifts X X X 

Revolution Lifts X X X 

Mighty 400 Lifts X X X 

Mighty 600 Lifts X X X 

Ambassador (Pro Pool XR) Lifts X X 

Patriot Portable Lifts X X 

Titan 600 Lifts X X 

Spa Ultra Lifts X X X 

Spa Elite Lifts X X X 

The Aqua Creek pool and spa access lift models indicated above meet or exceed the appropriate U.S. 
Federal ADA Standards  (2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design, Chapter 10, Section 1009.2) The State 
of California Building Codes (CBC Section 11B-1009 & Section 1141A) and the UL Safety Standards for 
handicapped pool and spa access lifts (UL 60335-2-1000) as indicated.  The following pages outline the 
specific notes in regards to compliance.   
 

IMPORTANT: U.S. ADA Section 103 Equivalent Facilitation States: Nothing in these requirements prevents 
the use of designs, products, or technologies as alternatives to those prescribed, provided they result in 
substantially equivalent or greater accessibility and usability.  
 

NOTE: There is no formal certification process for ensuring product ADA Compliance.  Any certification, 
verification, or other similar statements are made based on independent interpretation of the referenced 
standards. 

 

Aqua Creek  is a Registered Class 1 Medical Device Manufacturer with the  
U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA).  

Registration #3004461389 
 

Aqua Creek Products, LLC 
9889 Garrymore Lane 
Missoula, MT 59808 

(888) 687-3552 
www.aquacreekproducts.com 

Updated 5/11/2020 



CODE Compliant Notes 

ADA 1009.2.1 Pool Lift Location 
CBC 1141A.2.5 

N/A 
N/A 

All or part of the listed code is an 
installation requirement and should be 
verified with the installer.  Nothing in the 
construction of the lift limits this 
requirement. 

ADA 1009.2.2 Seat Location N/A All or part of the listed code is an 
installation requirement and should be 
verified with the installer.  Nothing in the 
construction of the lift limits this 
requirement. 

ADA 1009.2.3 Clear Deck Space 
CBC 1138A.4.4.2 
CBC 11B.305 

N/A All or part of the listed code is an 
installation requirement and should be 
verified with the installer.  Nothing in the 
construction of the lift limits this 
requirement. 

ADA 1009.2.4 Seat  Height 
CBC 1141A.2.1.2 

Yes 
Yes 

All listed lift models have a seat height that 
is between 18 and 18.25 inches above the 
deck at the rear of the seat and no more 
than 19 inches at the front of the seat 
when at deck (load) height. 

ADA 1009.2.5 Seat Width 
UL 60335-2-1000 Sec. 22.102 
CBC 1141A.2.1.1 
CBC 1141A.2.1.4 
CBC 1141A.2.1.5 

Yes 
Certified 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

All Aqua Creek seats are of a 1-piece roto-
molded plastic  with a seat bottom 
measuring 18 inches wide minimum and a 
seat back height of 17 inches.   All seats 
come standard with an adjustable seat belt 
with a sewn in hand loop for easy grasping 
and hook and loop fasteners . (No hard to 
adjust buckles that require nimble finger 
dexterity).  

COMPLIANCE NOTES 



CODE Compliant Notes 

ADA 1009.2.6 Footrests and Armrests 
CBC 1141.A.2.1.3 

Yes 
Yes 

All ADA Compliant Aqua Creek Lifts come 
with two flip-up arm rests and all footrests 
are easily adjustable and removable for 
use in spa applications. 

ADA 1009.2.7 Operation 
UL 60335-2-1000 Sec. 22.103 
CBC 1141A.2.2 
CBC 1141A.2.3 
CBC 1138A.4.4 
CBC 11B.308.2 
CBC 11B.308.3 

Yes 
Certified 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

All lifts are anchored or counter balanced  
(in the case of portable lifts) to be steady  
and not move in an unsafe manner when 
loading.  A hand-held, wired remote is 
provided that can be taken into the water 
with the user to access from the pool.  
Mounting clips are provided on the seat 
and the mast of the lift to store the 
remotes.   No tight grasping, pinching, or 
twisting is necessary to operate the 
control and the manufacturer has tested 
the controls to certify that they require 1 
pound of pressure to operate.  All controls 
are mounted on the lift within reach range 
of someone sitting in a  wheelchair. 

ADA 1009.2.8 Submerged Depth 
CBC 1141A.5 
CBC 1141A.6 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

All lifts are designed to provide adequate 
submersion (minimum 18 inches water 
depth) to allow the user to become 
buoyant and swim away from the lift seat.  
The lift can be stopped at any point by the 
user simply by lifting their finger off the 
controller. 

ADA 1009.2.9 Lifting Capacity 
UL 60335-2-1000 Sec. 21.1 
CBC 1141A.4 

Yes 
Certified 

Yes 

All Aqua Creek Lifts have a minimum 300 
pound  weight capacity and are factory 
tested to withstand at least 1.5 times their 
listed weight capacity. 

COMPLIANCE NOTES 


